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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1935, Tihonov [I] proved that the solution of the Cauchy problem for 
the equation of heat conduction is unique in the class of functions which 
grow no faster than exp{const. / x I”}. KrzySadski [2] extended Tihonov’s 
result to solutions of the Cauchy problem for uniformly parabolic second 
order linear equations with bounded coefficients in 1945. Since that time 
there have been a number of investigations of this uniqueness problem. These 
works fall, for the most part, into two distinct classes. In the first class of 
results, Krzy2anski’s theorem is extended by eliminating the assumption of 
uniform parabolicity and by permitting the coefficients of the equation to 
grow at infinity in various ways. Results of this type are found in [3-61. The 
second class of results consists of extensions of Krzytanski’s theorem in 
which the pointwise growth condition on the solution is replaced by an 
integral growth condition. Theorems of this type occur in [4, 7-111. In this 
paper we prove a number of uniqueness theorems which belong simul- 
taneously to both of these classes. Smirnova [6] has also obtained results of 
this nature, which we shall discuss in more detail below. 
The two classes of results cited above are further distinguished by the 
methods employed and by the smoothness assumptions imposed on the 
coefficients of the equation. In the first class of results, as in Krzytianski’s 
original work, the argument is based on the maximum principle for parabolic 
equations and smoothness of the coefficients plays little or no role. In the 
second class of results, either the coefficients of the equation are assumed to 
possess certain derivatives or else one deals with some type of generalized 
solution. Moreover, in [6, 7, 9-l I] the argument is based on the existence and 
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properties of certain solutions of the adjoint equation. In this paper, we make 
no use of existence theory. As a consequence, our results generalize those of 
[7,9-111; and also apply to equations which are not covered by the results 
of [6]. 
Let x = (xi, . . . . x,) E En, S = En x (0, T] and S = E” x [0, T] for 
some fixed T > 0, and let L denote a second linear parabolic differential 
operator defined for (x, t) E S. Givenf =f(x, t) defined on S and 9 = $(x) 
defined on En, a Cauchy problem for L is the problem of finding u = u(x, t) 
such that 
Lu =f for (x, t) E S, U(X, 0) = 4(x) for x E En. (1.1) 
In general, the solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1) is not uniquely deter- 
mined by the data. To obtain any sort of uniqueness theorem we must 
restrict our attention to solutions of (1.1) which belong to some particular 
class ‘Z. The classes %? which we shall consider here all have the property 
that u, z, E @ implies u - v E V. Thus, in order to prove that (1.1) has at 
most one solution in class V it suffices to prove that 
Lu = 0 for (x, t) E S, u(x, 0) = 0 for x E En U-2) 
has only the trivial solution in class %?. 
In Section 2 we consider operators which can be written in the form 
Lu = {aij(x, t)u}xPzI - {a&, t)u>z, + a(x, t)u - ut . (1.3) 
Here and throughout this paper we employ the usual convention of summation 
over repeated indices. Aside from the qualitative smoothness assumptions 
on the coefficients which permit us to write L in the form (1.3) we assume 
A = (aij) 3 0 and that the coefficients of L satisfy certain growth conditions 
for large / x j. We show that the solution of (I. 1) is unique in the class &i(S), 
where g is a suitable weight function. 
In Section 3 we consider operators which can be written in the form 
Lu = i&x, h&+ + 4x, t)u,, + a(~, t)u - ut , 
and prove various L02(S) uniqueness theorems for weak solutions of the 
Cauchy problem. These results are generalizations of the corresponding 
theorems in [4] and [8]. 
2. ~~~~~~~~~~~~ THEORY 
We consider the operator 
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for (x, t) E S. We assume that the matrix A = (Q) is positive semidefinite 
in S, i.e., 
A 3 0 in S, (2.74 
and that the coefficients of L together with all of their derivatives which 
appear in L are measurable functions of (x, t) in 3 which are bounded in any 
finite cylinder (I x 1 ,< R) x [0, 7’1. A function u = U(X, t) will be called a 
solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1) for L if u is continuous in 3 and if at 
each point. of S the derivatives of u which appear in L exist and satisfy Lu = f. 
We shall assume that the derivatives of u which appear in L are integrable in 
any finite cylinder (I x / < R) x (0, T). 
THEOREM 1. Let the coeficients of L satisfy 
1 a&x, t)l < Kl(l x I2 + 1)(2-A)‘2, I q(x, t>l d K2(I x I2 + 1Y2, 
a@, 4 d %(I x I2 + 1Y2 
(2.3) 
almost everywhere in 8 for sofne h E [0, CD), where the K? are positive constants. 
If u is a solution of (1.2) such that for some a,, > 0 
OY 
u 
I u /(I x I2 + 1)-d2 dx dt < co if A=0 (2.4) 
S 
ss 
j u / exp(--cu,( / x I2 + l)*/“> dx dt < CO if A>0 (2.5) 
s 
then u = 0 in 3. 
For the special case in which A > 0 for finite / x I and a(x, t) < K3 < 0, 
Theorem 1 follows from a result proved by Smirnova [6], However, 
her method cannot be applied if we require only A > 0 and permit 
a(x, t) to grow. On the other hand, it should be noted that Smirnova’s results 
are also valid for weak solutions of the Cauchy problem. 
Theorem 1 is a consequence of the following more general result. Let 
Ss = E” x (0, S] and S, = E” x [0, S] for any S E (0, T]. We shall prove 
THEOREM 2. Let u be a solution of (1.2) and let 6 be a jixed number in 
(0, T]. If there exists a function + = +(x, t) such that 4 E C2(S6), 4 > 0 in 
every compact subset of s, , 
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almost everywhere in 3, and 
then u = 0 in 3, . 
PROOF. For sufficiently smooth functions v and w we have the identity 
vLw = wik + {v(aijw)zl - waip,, - vwai},j - (vW)~. 
If we assume that v has compact support as a function of x in En and integrate 
over S, for 7 E (0, S] we obtain 
ss VLW dx dt = SI wih dx dt - ST ST I VW It=7 dx + En s VW I&O dx. E” 
In particular, we take w = (uz + E) l/2 for arbitrary E > 0, where u is a 
solution of (1.2). It is easily verified by direct computation that 
Lw = ~(24~ + c)-3/2aip,.u,~ + c(u2 + 6)-li2b, 
where b = aii,ii - a,,< + a. Here we use the notation a,,j = i.?a,/ax, , etc. 
In view of (2.2), Lw 3 ~(21~ + ~)-l/~b. Thus if we also assume v > 0 we have 
$I2 jj,: (--&+<)liZbdxdt < jjST(u2 + +j2zbdxdt 
- 
f 
v(u2 + ~)l’~ ltz7 dx + &2 
s 
v(x, 0) dx. 
En E” 
Now let E -+ 0. Since v = 0 for I x I 3 R and v&~(u~ + l )-ll2b is bounded 
for (x, t) E (I x 1 < R) x [0,6], it follows from the Lebesgue convergence 
theorem that 
0 < j j / u 1 zv dx dt - j,. I u I v dx j+ . (2.8) 
ST 
Note that (2.8) holds for all T E (0,6] and for all v E C2(f16) such that v 3 0 
and v has compact support in En. 
Let yR = yR(x) be a smooth function such that yR E 1 for j x 1 < R - 1, 
yR 5 0 for 1 x I > R, 0 < , ~a < 1, and Xi I &/axi I + Xc,,j I a2yR/axiaxj ( is 
bounded by a constant independent of R. Since by hypothesis (b > 0 in & 
it is clear that v = yR$ is an admissible function in (2.8). Thus 
4091I3/3-9 
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for all T E [0,6]. Now 
Since 1 u IrR& < 0, it follows that 
In view of (2.7) and the properties of yR , the right hand side of (2.9) tends 
to zero as R -+ w. Thus for any p > 0 we have 
Since p is arbitrary and C$ > 0 in (I x 1 < p) x [0, S], this completes the proof. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We consider first the case h > 0. Choose CY > a, 
and set 
4 = exp{---(a + P)(l x I2 + 1Y2), 
where ,3 > 0 will be specified later. We have 
tr$ = f#{- h(cx + @)(I x 12 + l)‘“‘wz~~ 
- /\(A - 2)(m + @)(I x I2 + 1)(A’2)-2a,x,xj 
+ qa! + ft?t)2(1 x 12 + l)+z,jXiXj 
- A(CX + &)(I x J2 + 1)(A/2)-1a,x, + a - j3((I x I2 + 1)“12} 
and it follows from (2.3) that there exist positive constants cj such that 
zd, < (I x 12 + l)“‘“+{cl(a + pq3+4a + P) + c3 -@} = (I x I2 + l)“‘“+@(t). 
Take /3 = 2(c1a2 + c201 + c3). Then qa(0) = -p/2 and there exists a 
6 = S(a) > 0 such that qa(t) < --15/4 for t E [0, 61. Thus (2.6) holds almost 
everywhere in 3s . Since a! > CY,, and /3 > 0 it is easily seen that (2.3) and 
(2.5) imply (2.7). A ccording to Theorem 2, II E 0 in 3s. If 6 > T this 
completes the proof. If 6 < T a finite number of iterations of the above 
argument suffices to prove the assertion. 
For h = 0 we set 01 = 2 + CL,, and consider the function 
cj = (1 - /3t)““(l x 12 + l)-a’2 
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for t E [0, l//I), where /3 > 0 will be chosen later. We have 
qJ =d [-wi + a(a -2)(, x”;p’x~l)2 - 01, xpal*; 1 +a -- 2(1 tBt)l’ 
and it follows from (2.3) that there is a positive constant c such that 
Set j? = 3c and 6 = l/2/3. Then 4 > 0 in every compact subset of 3, and 
(2.6) holds. Moreover, since a: = 2 + cq, and 1 - j?t > l/2 it is clear that 
(2.3) and (2.4) imply (2.7). The proof can now be completed as above. 
3. L2-U~I~u~~~ss THEORY 
We now consider the operator 
LU EG Ut - {U,j(X, t)U,i)zj - Ui(X, t)U,j - U(X, t)U, (3.1) 
where we assume that aij = aji and that the coefficients are measurable in s 
and essentially bounded in any finite cylinder (I x 1 < R) x [0, T]. A function 
u = U(X, t) is said to be a weak solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1) for 
for L if 
(i) u is measurable in 3 and 
u2(x, t) dx < co 
for every open ball D E En, 
(ii) u is strongly differentiable with respect to x in S, i.e., there exist 
functions ql(x, t) for j = 1, . . . . n such that for any open ball Q E En, 
u,, E U(f2 x (0, T)) and 
T 
s s 
T 
dt z+Azj dx = - 
s s 
dt 
0 R 
us,+ dx 
0 R 
for all smooth 4 = 4(x, t) with compact support in En, 
(iii) 
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and 
(iv) u satisfies 
s u(x, t)e(x, t) dx f t dr E" s I 0 E" (-~0, + aijzQz, - fh~,u,~ - Bau) dx 
= jEn4Wk 0) dx + j: d7 j,. of dx (3.2) 
for all t E [0, T] and all 0 E C’(s) with compact support in En. Note that (3.2) 
holds for all B EL~[O, T; Ham”] A WF~[O, T; L2(Q)], where 52 is any open 
ball in En (cf. [8]). It is clear that every classical solution of (1.1) is also a 
weak solution. 
THEOREM 3. Assume A > 0 almost everywhere in every compact subset of s. 
Let the coe@ients of L satisfy 
aij(x, t>t-i5; ,< Kl I 5 I”(1 x I2 + 1)(2-A)/2, 
$aT(x, t)A-l(x, t)a(x, t) + a(x, t) < &(I x I2 + l)A/2 
(3.3) 
almost everywhere in 3 for some A E [0, 03) and all 4 = (fl , . . . . 4,) E En, 
where aT = (a,, . . . . a,) and the Kj are positive constants. If u is a weak sofa- 
tion of (1.2) such that for some a0 3 0 
T 
s s 
dt EnU2(1 x I2 + 1)-o dx < co zf A=0 (3.4) 
0 
or 
T 
s s 
dt u2 exp{ -2o1,() x I2 + l)“j2} dx < CO if h > 0 (3.5) 
0 E" 
thenu=OinS. 
The conditions which we impose on the coefficients of L in Theorem 3 
are more restrictive than the corresponding conditions in Theorem 1. In 
particular, for Theorem 1 we assume only A > 0 and 1 a 1 = O(l x I), while 
for Theorem 3 we assume A > 0 for finite / x / and aTA-la = O(l x 1”). We 
can, however, obtain a theorem more closely analogous to Theorem 1 if we 
assume the existence of a,,i . 
THEOREM 4. Assume A > 0 and aiVi exists almost everywhere in 3. Let 
the coeficients ofL satisfy 
a&x, t)&& < K, I 8 I”(1 x I2 + l)‘2-A”2, 14% t>i G K,(I x I2 + lY2, 
a(x, t) - $zi,i(x, t) < &(I X I2 + 1)A’2 
(3.6) 
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almost everywhere in 3 for some X E [0, CO) and all 5 E En, where the Kj are 
positive constants. Let u be a weak solution of (1.2) and suppose that u is essentially 
bounded on every compact subset of 3. If X = 0 and u satisJies (3.4) OY ifX > 0 
and u satisjies (3.5), then u = 0 in 3. 
Theorems 3 and 4 are consequences of the following general uniqueness 
principle. Let 2 denote the matrix adjoint to A, i.e., A is the matrix whose 
(i, j)th element is the cofactor of aji . If A-l exists then A-l = A/l A 1, where 
1 A 1 denotes the determinant of A. We shall prove 
THEOREM 5. Assume A 3 0 almost everywhere in S. Let u be a weak 
solution of (1.2) and let 6 E (0, T] be$xed. If there exists a function $ = $(x, t) 
such that 4 E Cl(s,), 4 > 0 in every compact subset of 3, , 
almost everywhere in S8 for some E E (0, l), and 
s s 
‘dt 
0 
En u2+2 off (a&&j) dx < * 
then u = 0 in s, . If u is essentially bounded in every compact subset of 3, and 
a,,i exists almost everywhere in S, then 
almost everywhere in S8 for some E E (0, 1) and 
.a 
J s 
dt 
0 
En u24”(yg.. auE& + my I ai I) dx < * 
imply u = 0 in S, . 
PROOF. Let yR = yR(x) be the cutoff function defined in Section 2. 
Define 
for 7 E [0, t], where Kh(t) is an even averaging kernel with compact support 
in ) t / < h. For sufficiently small h, Bh is an admissible test function in (3.2). 
We substitute Bh for 0 in (3.2) and recall that f = # = 0. Then if we let 
h + 0 we obtain 
1 
z Jp s 
yRzc$2u2 dx + 
s s 
t dr 
0 
En Y~2{$2aiju,iuzj + 2&Uijuzi$,j - &2uaiu,i 
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for all t E [0, T]. The derivation of (3.9) from (3.2) is exactly the same as 
the derivation of the corresponding expression in [8]. We therefore omit the 
details. 
Since A = AT and A 3 0 we have 
Thus 
I 
5 En I yR2cj2u2 dx + I s tdT t dr U2$2ai~yR~iYR~, dx, 0 E” YR~Q&G > ~1 dx d !. s s c 0 E” 
where Q.[uUS , u] is a quadratic form in uzl , . . . . u,~ , u. The matrix of the form 
QG is 
*I 
M = (1 - +b2A ! i 
6 
i i 
I v, ’ -------~-- 
[*I .-vn] IW 
where vi = &dz, - (qS2/2)ai and w = -aV - $& . Since c E (0, 1) and 
A > 0, the sign of Q6[uo , u] is the same as the sign of 1 M, 1 . Now it is easily 
verified that 1 M, 1 = -(I - c)+~c$~“~P~$. Thus, it follows from (3.7) that 
Qk 3 u] > 0 and we have 
for all t E [0,6]. I n view of the properties of yR and (3.8) the right hand side 
of (3.10) tends to zero as R --+ co. Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 2, 
u = 0 in S, . 
If u is essentially bounded in (I x 1 < R) x [0, 61 and aisi exists almost 
everywhere, we can write 
E” yR2~24u2)zi dx 
= ’ td7 -- 
s s 2 0 
En 3/R242U2ai.i dx 
- 
E” 3/R2$U2ai+st dx 
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Thus from (3.9) we obtain 
Here the matrix of the quadratic form Qe* is 
; v1* 
M * = (1 - +PA : i 
e i :I jv,* ’ - -*,,--*-i--* "1 vn ,w 
with vj* = 4ai3&, and w* = -{(a - &ai,#” + 44, - da&,>. The assertion 
now follows as in the previous case. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. To prove Theorem 3 it suffices to exhibit a 
function I$ which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 5. We first note that 
since A > 0 almost everywhere, 1 A 1 # 0 and we can write 
24 = I A I 1 atjbz,4zj - +ad4 + (1 - 4(aV + ant) + $ aTA-la 1. 
Moreover, ) &zi~zi / < au+,&, + ($z/4)aTA-1a. Hence if we set c = Q we 
have 
Suppose X > 0. Choose 01 > L+, and set 
d = exp{-b + (8/2)tl(l x I2 + 1)A/2h 
where /I > 0 will be specified later. We have 
-@4~4~{3h~[a + (fl/2)t12(l~j2+ l)“-2a,,X,xj+ $a’A-la + a - (j.l/2)(lxla+ 1)~/2} 
and it follows from (3.3) that 
& < d”( 1 x I2 + 1)“‘“{3KP[a + (j3/2)t]” + K, - p/2} = 4”( 1 x 12 + l)“‘“q&). 
Take ,!I = 4(3KIh20r2 + K,). Then pa(O) = -(B/4) and there exists a S > 0 
such that q&t) ,< --b/8 for t E [O, S]. Thus (b satisfies (3.7). Since OL > LX,, it 
is clear from (3.3) and (3.5) that (3.8) is also valid. 
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It h = 0 we set LY = (~a + 1 and consider 
for t E [0, l//3), where /I > 0 will be chosen later. In view of (3.3) we find 
aijXiXj 
J&J =b”pa2(,x,2+ ,)2-+iaTA-%i+a--L\ 1 -pt 
G 4” i3cq + K, - &J. 
If we set p = 2(3a2K, + K,) and S = 1/2p we have 4 > 0 in any compact 
subset of 3, and LZr,s$ < 0 almost everywhere in $a. Moreover, since 
(Y. = 01s + 1 it is clear that (3.3) and (3.4) imply (3.8). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. It is easily verified that for suitable choices of 
(Y, /3 and 6 the functions employed in the proof of Theorem 3 satisfy the 
conditions of the second part of Theorem 5. We shall omit the details. 
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